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Below is statistical evidence showing that exposure to mmWaves used in 5th generation 

wireless communications is a significant factor in increasing the rate of cases and deaths in 

COVID-19. To be clear, 5thGen did not cause COVID-19. 

Dr. Magda Havas had the brilliant idea to analyze case and death data for the 51 US states 

and Washington DC to determine if there’s a relationship between COVID cases and deaths 

and 5G using data that was current on 4-21-20. Her post is here https://magdahavas.com/5g-

and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/ 

She spent a lot of time putting the data together, and she was kind enough to share it with 

me. To her data I added population density, city and state population, and air quality index 

to do some further analysis. There were 33 states + Washington D.C. on April 21, 2020 that 

were using 5G mmWaves, and 18 states that were not using mmWaves for 5G. 

There are 3 bands of frequency used in 5thGen(5G) communications. The low band refers 

to frequencies below 1GHz, the mid band refers to frequencies between 1GHz and 6GHz, 

and the high band refers to the millimeter waves, which are double digit GHz frequencies, 

e.g. 24 GHz. These are the bands currently in use by the 4 major wireless providers in the 

US for 5thGen: 

Verizon: n261 (28GHz) 

Sprint: n41 (2.5 GHz) 

T-Mobile n71 (600 MHz), n260 (39 GHz), n261 (28 GHz) 

AT&T: n5 (850 MHz), n260 (39 GHz) 

(The U.S. government has made over $10 billion! in its auctions on mmWaves: 

6-3-2019: Auction 102 (24 GHz) sold for $2 billion, Auction 101 (28 GHz) sold for $700 
million https://www.lightreadingcom/mobile/5g/here-are-the-big-winners-in-the-fccs-
24ghz-and-28ghz-5g-auctions/d/d-id/751903 

3-12-20: Auction 103, 37, 39, 47 GHz bands sold for $7.5 billion 
https://www.telecompetitor.com/5g-millimeter-wave-7-5-billion-auction-103-winners-
announced/ ) 

Because mm Waves are higher frequency, they are more susceptible to interference from 

physical objects than the lower frequencies, so more transmitters are needed closer to the 

users. This means lampposts and utility poles would be used to support transmitters, and 

there may be transmitters insides buildings, which means that transmitters would be just a 

few feet away from people. This smaller distance and higher density of antennas means 
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much higher radiation exposures, as IEEE warns https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-

content/uploads/04-07-20-IEEE-Wireless-Concerns.pdf 

Higher Cases and Higher Deaths in mmWave States 

Data per state was generated comparing states using mmWave to non states not using 

mmWaves. The average rate of cases and deaths were much higher for the mmWave states 

compared to the non mmWave states, and these averages were statistically significant with 

p values between 0.00345 to 0.0455. There were 2566 cases per million for mmWave 

states vs. 1288 cases per million for non mmWave states. There were 128 deaths per 

million for mmWave states vs. 55 for non mmWave states. There were 15.64% cases/test 

for mmWave states vs. 8.82% for non-mmWave states, and 0.724% deaths/test for 

mmWave states vs. 0.364% deaths/test for non mmWave states. 

 (If 1 table and 4 charts don't show up below, see the file attached to this email.) 

      

Total 
Cases  
per 1 

million 

Total 
Deaths  

per 1 
million 

Total 
Tests per 
1 million 

            

    Mean for States with mmWave 5G  2,566   128   14,629  

    Mean for States without mmWave 5G  1,288   55   14,324  

            

    with vs. without mmWave 5G 99% 131% 2% 

            

    p-value for mean (1-tailed t test) 0.0199 0.0455 0.8 

            

    Pearson Correlation to Pop. Density: 50 states 0.723 0.577 0.496 

    Pearson Corr. to PopDensity*mmWave: mmW states 0.703 0.785 0.545 

            

    Pearson Correlation to Air Quality Index 0.269 0.1693 0.245 
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The next question is “Are population density and mmWave exposure responsible for the 

higher rates of cases and deaths in the mmWave states?” 

Correlation of Population Density and mmWave exposure to rates of Cases and 

Deaths 

A Pearson’s correlation coefficient checks for a relationship between two variables; a 

correlation coefficient of 1 means a perfect correlation, i.e. when one increases, so does the 

other; 0 means no correlation; -1 means a negative correlation, i.e. when ones goes up, the 

other goes down. If the coefficient value lies between ± 0.50 and ± 1, then it is said to be a 

strong correlation; between 0.7 and 1 is a very strong correlation. Moderate degree: If the 

value lies between ± 0.30 and ± 0.49, then it is said to be a medium correlation. 

Pearson’s correlations to cases/million, deaths/million, %cases/test, and %deaths/test 

were calculated for air quality index, population density, and mmWave exposure. The 

results are in this table:  

      

Total 
Cases  
per 1 

million 

Total 
Deaths  

per 1 
million 

Total 
Tests per 
1 million 

            

    Mean for States with mmWave 5G  2,566   128   14,629  

    Mean for States without mmWave 5G  1,288   55   14,324  

            

    with vs. without mmWave 5G 99% 131% 2% 

            

    p-value for mean (1-tailed t test) 0.0199 0.0455 0.8 

            

    Pearson Correlation to Pop. Density: 50 states 0.723 0.577 0.496 

    Pearson Corr. to PopDensity*mmWave: mmW states 0.703 0.785 0.545 

            

    Pearson Correlation to Air Quality Index 0.269 0.1693 0.245 

 

Air Quality 

Air Quality is not correlated to the cases per million, deaths per million, and %cases/tests, 

and %deaths/tests. (-0.104 to 0.291). 

Population Density 



Population density is strongly correlated to the rates of cases and deaths in the 50 states 

(from 0.600 to 0.723). Population density is an indicator of personal contact as well as the 

amount of wireless radiation exposure. For example, in New York City, many reside in 

apartment buildings, which means higher exposures to wireless radiation from their 

neighbors Wi-Fi routers and devices. In addition, Wi-Fi routers can function as public Wi-Fi 

hot spots (which most people don't realize is on their routers), which give off enough 

radiation to wireless connect anyone in a 100 meter radius! This is more than 300 feet; in a 

multilevel apartment building, if each floor is 10 ft tall, that would be 30 public hot spots a 

person would be exposed to directly above and below; including adjacent apartments, 

that’s would be a few times times more than that. In addition, in an apartment complex, one 

may have access to ~ 20 Wi-Fi networks from neighbors (as seen when checking for 

wireless connections on a smart device), while those living in single family homes in the 

suburbs would have access to a fewer, usually less than 10. So even though population 

density is a major factor in transmission, higher population density also means higher 

wireless radiation exposure. 

Interaction of Population Density with mmWave Exposure 

The interaction of population density with mmWave exposure (denoted by 

popdensity*mmWaves in the table) is strongly correlated to the cases/million and 

deaths/million. This means that the population density acts synergistically with mmWaves 

in rates of cases and deaths. A correlation of 0.703 exists between this interaction and the 

cases/million, and a correlation of 0.785 exists between this interaction and 

deaths/million. (The mmWave exposure factor is based on the populations of the cities 

with mmWaves in each state.) 

In a study by Forbes https://www.forbes.com/sites/sorensonimpact/2020/04/10/covid-
19-and-social-impact/#6c57318546b0 , Pearson’s correlation of ~ 0.6 was found for public 
transit to COVID-19 cases per capita, and a~0.5 correlation for population density to 
COVID-19 cases per capita. In this recent study, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969720323792, the Pearson 
correlation coefficients were found to be r = −0.38318 for temperature and r = 0.50991 for 
population density. 
 

For COVID-19 cases per capita in this analysis, a Pearson’s correlation of 0.703 for the 

interaction between population density and mmWave exposure was about the same as that 

found for population density (0.723). For deaths per capita, the Pearson’s correlation of 

0.785 for the interaction between population density and mmWave exposure is higher than 

the 0.577 for population density, meaning the interaction between population density and 

mmWave exposure is stronger than the correlation for population density. 

Regression Analysis 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27355805/
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Regression analysis was also done to determine if population density, mmWave exposure, 

and the interaction between mmWave exposure and population density were statistically 

significant factors in the rates of cases and deaths. In the regression models for cases/mil, 

deaths/mil, %cases/test, and %deaths/test, p-values for all 3 variables (population density, 

mmWave exposure, mmWave*population density) were statistically significant, between 

0.000 to 0.003. This means that population density and mmWave exposure are 

statistically significant predictors of the case and death rates. 

Scientific Support for the Correlation of Increased Cases and Deaths to Wireless 

Radiation 

There are many studies showing the effect of wireless radiation on the immune system. 
Szmigielski 2013 review found that wireless radiation has both a stimulating effect on the 
immune system initially with short-term exposure, but with chronic exposure, an 
immunosuppressive effect. 
"Certain premises exist which indicate that, in general, short-term exposure to weak MW 
radiation may temporarily stimulate certain humoral* or cellular immune functions, while 
prolonged irradiation inhibits the same functions." 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23562692 
 
Joel M. Moskowitz, Ph.D., School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley, has a 
compilation of approximately 80 studies conducted on the effects of wireless radiation 
exposure on the immune system since 2000. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKFa-
XOVsytpZh8VwVTEXmPq7jkw3nqr/view 
 
More studies on immune system effects by wireless radiation can be found here 

https://mdsafetech.org/immune-system/ , by Physicians for Safe Technology, a group of 

medical doctors and scientists. 

Severe inflammation has been reported in COVID-19 cases, and oxidative stress is a cause 

of inflammation https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2990475/ . There are 

many studies showing wireless radiation causes oxidative stress/free radical generation. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/279863242_Oxidative_mechanisms_of_biologic

al_activity_of_low-intensity_radiofrequency_radiation 

Belpomme et al, 2015 reported Vitamin D deficiency can result from inflammation caused 
by chronic wireless radiation exposure http://www.ehs-
mcs.org/fichiers/1454070991_Reliable_biomarkers.pdf 
Marshall 2016 reported wireless radiation lowers vitamin D receptor (VDR) activity by 
changing the shape of the VDR, thus impairing VDR activity and its ability to bind with 
vitamin D, 
 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Trevor_Marshall2/publication/305254443_Electro
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smog_and_autoimmune_disease/links/5785e9a008ae3949cf546f52.pdf?origin=publicatio
n_detail 
 
Puri et al 2019 shows clear increases in intracellular Ca2+ concentration in human 

lymphocyte cells in vitro after exposure to electromagnetic radiation, between ~25-50% 

increase! For example, in the case of nickel exposure, the intracellular Ca2+ increases to 

216 after EMF exposure whereas it was at 153 prior to exposure (Table 1), which is a 41% 

increase. https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/jcim.ahead-of-print/jcim-2017-

0156/jcim-2017-0156.pdf 

We know that increasing intracellular Ca2+ concentrations would have a myriad of health 

effects - from headaches all the way to cancer in humans. Here's just one of Dr. Pall's papers 

showing health effects and beneficial effects from increasing intracellular Ca2+ 

concentrations Electromagnetic fields act via activation of voltage-gated calcium channels 

to produce beneficial or adverse effects 

Bai et al 2020 showed that a related virus, porcine deltacoronavirus, attack host cells by 

opening their voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs) in the cell membrane, which 

increases the calcium ion (Ca2+) concentration inside host cells, which increases virus 

replication, which thus increases the virus infection. Reducing the intracellular calcium by 

blocking the VGCC's reduced the coronavirus infection. 

https://wwwsciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0042682219303010 

Chen et al 2019 showed that other viruses also attack host cells by opening their voltage 

gated calcium channels (VGCCs) to increase the calcium ion (Ca2+) concentration inside 

host cells and increase replication of the virus. Anti-viral medications work by inhibiting 

VGCC activation to reduce intracellular Ca2+ to inhibit the viral replication. 

https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4409/9/1/94 

A study was done in Spain regarding correlation of 5G to COVID-19 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=12846 

Conclusions 

1) There are statistically significant higher average of cases/million for mmWave vs. non 

mmWave states (2566 vs. 1288, 99% higher) and deaths per million for mmWave vs. non 

mmWave states (128 vs. 55, 131% higher). 

2) There's a statistically significant higher chance of testing positive for COVID in the 

mmWave states, i.e. more positive tests (cases/tests) for mmWave vs. non mmWave states 

(15.6% vs. 8.82%, a 77% increase). 
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3) There are statistically significant higher deaths/tests for mmWave vs. non mmWave 

states (0.724% vs.0.364 %, a 99% increase) 

4) Air quality did not show a strong correlation with rates of cases or deaths. 

5) Connecticut, which has not been identified to be using mmWave, is unusually high in 

cases and deaths for a non-mmWave state. Do a lot of residents of Connecticut work in New 

York? 

6) The higher cases per million, deaths per million, and %cases/tests, and %deaths/tests 

for the mmWave 5G states are strongly correlated with population density and with the 

interaction between population density and mmWave exposure for the 50 states. 

7) This does not mean that population density and mmWave exposure are the only 

significant factors in rates of cases and deaths, but it does mean that they are strongly 

correlated to the rates of cases and deaths. 

8) To be clear, 5G did not cause COVID, but there are statistically significant increases in 

rates of cases and deaths in states using mmWaves, and these increases are strongly 

correlated to both mmWave exposure and population density, which is an indication not 

only of person to person contact, but also wireless radiation exposure. 

The strong correlation factors and the regression analysis shows statistically 

significant evidence that mmWave exposure and the synergistic reaction between 

mmWave exposure and population density contribute to the increased rates of cases 

and deaths of COVID-19 seen in mmWave states relative to the non-mmWave states. 

 

 

Data sources: 

Cases, Deaths, Tests by State: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/ 

Population density data: 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._states_by_population_density 

Air Quality Index: http://www.usa.com/rank/us--air-quality-index--state-rank.htm ) 
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